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!
Introduction 

Puppetry is a collaboration between performer, puppet and audience. The design, 
making and manipulation of  the puppet all combine to create the performance and to 
engage the audience. !
This scholarship has enabled me to explore and develop skills as a maker and 
performer. As a maker you need to know the creature (whether it be real or imagined) 
and for it to be convincing its presence needs to be based on good science. I have 
explored animal evolution, anatomy/mechanics, habitat, behaviour and movement. I 
have explored how to  incorporate all of  the details and create a workable design. I 
have spent time immersed in the world of  birds of  prey, learnt to sculpt animals, 
articulate skeletons, and dipped my toe into the world of  taxidermy. !
In terms of  performance, small details all contribute to the personality and narrative. 
The audience interpret the movement of  the puppet - ideally they anticipate or guess 
the next action and are fully engaged in the performance always open to experiencing 
the emotions/feelings of  the character. I have spent time exploring this theme with 
both specific puppeteers and general performance artists.  !!
Puppetry Performance Training and Experiences !
 - Beverly Puppet Festival.  !
Beverly Puppet Festival is the largest festival of  British puppetry, which takes place every two 
years in East Yorkshire. This was an amazing way to meet and talk to other puppeteers from 
all over the UK and other parts of  Europe. The Festival Director Anna Ingleby and her 
partner Haviel Perdana from Indigo Moon Puppet Company introduced me to lots of  the 
other puppeteers, artists, and musicians in the festival. I participated in a workshop lead by 
Siân Kidd, the Artistic Director of  Mirth and Misery where I learnt about different 
marionette techniques.  
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‘Death Puppet Klezma Jam’ - Mirth and Misery. Photo: Nigel Walker



Some of  the performances I saw included: ‘CELL’ by Smoking Apples and Dogfish, 
‘Recycled Rubbish’ by Theatre-Rites, ‘A Real Fairy Story’ by Ripstop Theatre, 
‘Coulrophobia’ by Pickled Image, ‘Drifters’ by Strange Arrangements, ‘Shakespeare Vs 
Moliere’ by Indigo Moon Puppet Company, ‘Nobody Rides the Unicorn’ by Puppetcraft, 
‘The Husband and Other Tales’ by Susan Beattie, ‘Death Puppet Klezma Jam’ by Mirth and 
Misery and ‘Nymio’ by Zero en Conducta, a puppet company from Barcelona. 

I attended networking events along with interesting discussions involving Brexit and the 
possible impacts this will have on the British puppetry community. Funding, international 
connections and travel were of  great concern - not just with puppetry but with the arts as a 
whole. It was good to engage with people about these issues. 
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!
The Puppeteers and Organisers - Photo: Nigel Walker

!
Putxa from Zero en Conducta performing ‘Nymio’ - Photo: Nigel Walker



 - Gyre and Gimble !
I visited Gyre and Gimble (a London based puppet company) and their new show, ‘Running 
Wild’. It was a beautiful show which delivered a message about poaching and cutting down 
rain forests to grow palm oil. There were lots of  young performers, singing, dancing, acting 
and puppeteering. The puppetry was great, beautiful puppets that were operated by 4 or 
more puppeteers. !!
 - The Edinburgh Fringe Festival !
I volunteered during the Edinburgh Festival Fringe where I worked Front of  House at Venue 
40. This was a great way to be part of  the festival, work as part of  a team and see more than 
thirty different shows. Working at the venue also enabled me to learn more about the 
intricacies of  organising and running an international festival venue. 

!
Other Puppetry Experiences: !
I visited the Puppet Theatre Barge on the Little Venice canals near Paddington station. A 
riverboat that has been transformed into a puppet theatre. !
While in Devon I met puppeteers from the Puppet Place in Bristol, that have worked on films 
such as Wallace and Grommet and The Curse of  the Were Rabbit. !
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!
Edinburgh Festival Fringe, Venue 40 - Quaker Meeting House.



In York I saw ‘Triple Bill’ by the Phoenix Dance Company. The ‘Mystery Plays’ puppet 
show was also happening at York Minster and it was really interesting to look backstage at the 
hundreds of  beautifully crafted puppets. !
As a die hard Harry Potter fan, I was very happy to get a ticket for Harry Potter and the 
Cursed Child, the stage show. I visited the behind the scenes Studio Tour, where I was able 
to appreciate the concept art, creature design work, props, and mechanised structures. !
Making the most of  the London West End, I went to see ‘Matilda’ and ‘The Curious 
Incident of  the Dog in the Night Time’, which was a powerful and thought provoking 
piece, with an incredibly dynamic set. Full of  very clever stage craft, it was great to see what 
could be done with lighting and projection. 

I enjoyed the experiences offered by the Tate Modern and it’s intriguing artworks inside 
dark rooms that shimmer and reflect shadow and light, while responding to the observers 
movements. I saw amazing musicians play, four of  them, percussionists improvising at the live 
artwork gallery. 
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Movement and Behaviour 

!
My visit to UK National Centre for Birds of  Prey coincided with the annual Raptor Fair 
- a weekend of  falconry demonstrations, flying displays and seminars, I was able to meet 
falconers from different parts of  Europe and learn more about their birds. It was inspiring to 
watch the old falconers training their birds to chase the lure. Like a crazy, super high speed 
game of  cat and mouse, the falconer would spin the lure while avoiding the raptors steep 
dives. This would go on for ages until the falcon would pin the lure to the ground or swipe it 
mid air. Then it would cover its prey with its wings and and trade off  would happen... the 
falconer would offer up something better like a mouse in exchange for the lure back. This 
would also get the falcon back up onto the glove. I participated in a seminar on ‘Treating 
Raptor Injuries in the Field’ by Mark Naguib, sketched all sorts of  birds of  prey and watched 
Nick Fox test out his ‘Robara’ in the arena. The Robara is a new device designed for falconers 
which looks like a remote controlled airplane shaped like a bird being chased through the sky 
by a gyre falcon.  !
A highlight of  my trip was spending time in the Czech Republic under the mentorship of  
Obora Zelby, a falconry and wildlife rescue centre.The team at Obora Zelby (Lenka 
and Ondřej Pelikán) took me under their wing (literally) and taught me how to train and 
handle birds of  prey. This was an incredible experience, spending time living and working 
with some of  the world’s large raptors and their keepers. Immersing myself  in the birds’ 
world gave me the opportunity to learn about their behaviour, their movement and anatomy. 
I’m really excited about combining this new research with puppetry on future projects. !!
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!
Training baby vulture “Vily”  Photo: Ondřej Pelikán                 Feeding the Harris Hawk chicks at Obora Zelby      

!
Step Eagle at Obora Zelby.  Photo: Ondřej Pelikán                     British Falconers at the National Centre for Birds 

!
Working with fish eagles at Obora Zelby  - Photo: Ondřej Pelikán       



Anatomy 

I spent a week in Devon being trained by Andrew Sinclair, a multi award winning 
sculptor whose work has been displayed in organisations and houses throughout the globe. 
The training was based around animal anatomy and how to bring the creature to life through 
the shape and movement of  the muscles. This was fantastic knowledge to gain as I now have 
a good basis to further my skills in this area and use them in creature design. !!
I completed my Taxidermy Training in Guisborough with Dave Hornbrook, a Specialist & 
Accredited Member of  the Guild of  Taxidermists. Over a week a I learnt the art of  
preparing and mounting the skins of  both birds and mammals. Dave taught me how to 
produce a mannequin using both traditional and modern techniques, about anatomy, how to 
assemble and pose the body, finishing and creating habitat. !!
My last stop in the UK was Birmingham, where I learnt about skeleton articulation with 
Luke Williams who specialises in skeleton articulation and taxidermy for museums. 
This was a fantastic way to learn more about different animal skeletons, their movement 
range and limitations. My challenge was to clean and re-articulate the bones of  a Peregrine 
Falcon, while Luke demonstrated how to re-attach ribs to the spine of  an Burmese Python. !!!!
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Laying down the muscles on my ‘Ankole Cow’ armature - Andrew Sinclair Sculpture Workshop in Devon



 
Natural History !
I visited the Natural History Museum, the National Gallery, the British Museum, the Grant 
Museum, the Victoria and Albert, the Holborn Automaton Place and the Science Museum in 
London. The London Natural History Museum is a fantastic place. There are rooms 
containing  treasure troves of  fossils and artefacts like the original Archaeopteryx fossil, Dodo 
skeletons, original notes and drawings from Cook and Bank’s first journey to Australia and the 
first edition of  Charles Darwin’s ‘On the Origin of  Species’.  !
I loved visiting the Lake District where I spent 
time drawing and hiking. I visited Beatrix 
Potter’s House. I have a lot respect for 
Beatrix, her study and watercolours of  fungi 
led to her being widely respected in the field 
of  mycology, as well as being a writer, 
illustrator, natural scientist and 
conservationist. After a fungi foray around 
her home it was inspiring to see her original 
collections and drawings. !!!
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!
Re-articulating the skeleton of  a Burmese Python - Taxidermy workshop in Birmingham



Artist Residency in Iceland !
Before flying back to Sydney, I spent a month in Iceland undertaking an Artists residency at 
Gullkistan. Directed by Alda Sigurðardóttir and Kristveig Halldórsdóttir, ‘Gullkistan Centre 
for Creative People’ is based at Laugarvatn in South - West Iceland. This was an amazing 
opportunity to meet writers, sculptors, painters, choreographers and other artists from around 
the world, while spending the time in the studio consolidating and developing my plans and 
ideas. 

!!
Key Learning’s !
This trip was a true game-changer for me. It has enabled me to explore and develop skills as a 
maker and performer and immerse myself  in other worlds in ways that would not have been 
possible without BBM/PACT support. I will spend years processing and exploring the things I 
have learnt, the perspectives I have gained and the skills I have developed.  !
The connections I have made with practitioners will be invaluable into the future. I now have 
a network of  contacts of  people from around the globe. !
What I have learnt on this journey has deeply shifted how I think about my art-form in a 
more mature, and ambitious way. I am determined to take all this into my career not only as a 
sole practitioner but as an collaborator and instigator of  change and growth for arts in 
Australia. !!!!!
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Some Tips for Future Awardees… !
• Print out and keep your award certificate/info with you as you pass through the British 

boarder. They may want to see evidence of  what you are doing/studying in the UK and it 
helps to have the paperwork handy! !

•  Try to stay flexible with your arrangements. People’s availability and circumstances may 
change and impact what opportunities are available to you. There may be some differences 
between your original application and your actual experiences - and it can work out for the 
better. !

• Make business cards so you can keep in contact with people you meet !
• Leave a bit of  time aside at the end of  your trip just in case other opportunities pop up. !
• After I arrived at Heathrow Airport I stayed the first couple of  nights in Reading. I would 

definitely recommend this because it is easy to get to from Heathrow airport and great for 
day trips into central London. !

• I’ve mostly used Airbnb for accommodation,  I found it affordable and a great way to meet 
people with local knowledge. !

• If  you are based in London - do yourself  a favour and get out of  the City! (New Forest is a 
nice place to visit for a day trip with fresh air,  and a great wildlife park that includes a wolf  
pack.
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